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The Beginnings of Soviet Broadcasting
and the Role of V. I. Lenin

T... IN rRont'cru 4% of brcladcasting in the Soviet
Union shares two basic features with that in many other countries.
First. the World War served to catalvw efforts to develop this
medium by bringing together own %cid* ideas who. driven by
necessity. expanded and applied their ktundedge. Military im-
peratises fostered wireless telegraphy and provided the rudi-
mentary lel ImohNi4 al base front which wireless telephony multi
grow. his was partittalarlv trite in the case of Russia. whose
physical isolaticm from allies during the war caused the country
to turn lo its (ion meager resources and ft) develop them.

Second. broadcasting was innovated in the Soviet Union at
about the same time as elsewhere. In itself. this would not be
startling were it not that the country had suffered from the
World %Var. two revolutions in P)17. and then a Civil War in
which American, British and French !Ones participated. Beyond
that. industrialiiation had hardly taken hold. there were severe
agriutsltural and economic problems. and the nation was tottering
on the brink of collapse. Soviet scientists had not experienced
the luxury of well-equipped lallratories and plentiful research
funds. But at that stage of wireless development these amenities
were probably of less import than today. for problems were
still 44 a magnitude that was within the grasp of the individual
inventor. working with instruments be often could fashion himself.

Vet these two broad similarities. as significant as they are.
canto* conceal the equally evident fact that when broadcasting
was intnolticed in the Soviet Union. h was in an environment
which was at once ilmscion and Bohherik.' Thus its evolution
was shoed lay the poserty of the country. notions of collectivism

I MI Roi.ot mow, ;at tratt.literawd attoreiiim to the Library of Conitirm
%Wet% Wilt Mt) Ititititiiiitat ion% in thy .stgli.h lust: diacritic% are omitted. and
ii is shot-trot-I to I. (Bibliographic bmstootys arc not +implint4).
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which proceeded both from Bolshevik doctrine and from the
feudal past. the recognition that radio could he a social force for
dei ellmtent. and. eventually. the lite-ear plans aml the prag-
matk priorities of Scniet

This study traces Ike ill114)Vini4M of broadcasting to the mid-
1920s. It includes the technlgical precursors and the political.

notnic and administratke character of the emerging Stiet
nation which provided the climate for that innovation. In so
doing, it had to consider the contribution of V. I. Lenin (1870 -
1921t . perhaps the only national leader of the time who saw in
radio something more than a scientific novelty for popular amuse-
nnt. Ilk interest in 'it and his attention to the details of its
intnxItu lion are striking. I amin's position in the party and the
government. his impassioned belief in the necessity of technologi-
cal pro gress. the priorities he attached to comnmnication with the
proletariat and peasantrs. all contributed to the individual contact
he made with scientists and to his personal encouragement in
party and government circles for suppci of wireless.

Litt 1. 1917 rm. BOLSHEVIKS took power in
an industrially backward. almost medieval land. The t:,-1 facing
the new Soviet leaders, in addition to consolidat; 1r regime.
was to bring- a large. culturally amorphous milt-, t ith% into a tech-
nolgical. machine-oriented Twentieth Century that would fulfill
the promise of western development but display no economically
exploitative propensities.

As Lenin assumed leadership of the country. he was confronted
with a series of (*Tit kat emergencies. Germany threatened invasion
during the World War. Liter. armed attacks by anti-Bolshevik
forces and intervening foreign powers sought to overthrow the
Soviet government. Tappan pressured on the east while nationalist
groups in Finland and the Ukraine sought autonomy and pro-
voked miniature civil wars to remise their demands. In the finan-
cial sphere. complications of external trade. loans and debts were
compounded by the reorganilatioo and rehabilitation of manu-
facturing and agriculture. The need to develop totally new
industries pinpointed crises in manpower, transpciatin. raw
materials and fuels. long history of famine and epidemics
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demanded immediate eradiatim of hunger and disease. The
welding together of the new nation through a socialist (um-
nitwit at ion 1)4 icy faced inherent opposition due to illiteracy.
lack of teachers and facilities. shortages of nehspritu and of
diseribut i4 Pit Mil 114R11-4.4 OM! i0114 Wit hit 113d !MIMIC common
features of life in Russia and elsewhere.

Against this ackdoge research had Kt weeded ntodestly into
electricity and its manifold characteristi The father of radio in
the Soviet Union is consideml to Ile pov (1559- 1905)
Mu% in I$9. demonstrated 3 device for ling electrical dis-
charges itt storms. Popov pointed out that if man could generate
and nontrol a similar kind of eletrital disturbance, then a
receiver t,ttlit he developed to pick up intelligence transmitted
without wires through space. Apparently lk:pv was able to do
just that the following sear when he sem the words "Heinrich
Vert ;" In wireless in lisle. but he seems to have been preceded
in this feat li Niarconi.2 In any case, rtsearch of this nature does
not seem to 113111 !en !MINIMA With h %I:0 itt tsarist Russia: for
example. the tetvr had to equip itself hastily with tkirman appa-
ratus at the beginning of the Russoppanese War. As in other
countries. even through the time of the %York! %Var. wireless meant
preditlitemtly pfint-toint telegraphy. and its development
was spurred by military consideratioes.

Specialists in the navy had equipped the Baltic fleet and shore
points with radiotelegraph apparatus of domestic manufacture.
During the same period. in 1910. the Ministry of War began to

network of military stations which could communicate
with naval shore units of the Baltic and Black Seas. By 1912
army sige.,I units were provided field ulielegraph stations
pnlued or the Russian Wireless Telegraphs and Teleplumes
Corpora! jot:. It bad been founded m 190t," but remained Russian
in name (nth as the Nfarcenti Company. seeking to maintain its

2 SIN' the intportant ;mit to ht. Chat les littsskintl. -Popo% and the Beginnings
rrootreftrn.; e4 thy* htsfifill 14 nfvfifA FpNzinern. vol. 50.

No, HI ttktt.trtt. 141lei 1A1). 2frIti 17. as 41 as (:!sate . touting. Jr..
Briraff«istin:: ft if Nita Attricrt Mai.: UNES(:O. 1959), p. 12. A new pub-
lit ;faint (tilting witelss up to Aoriti Var I is: I. V. firettt. Aittlf010 reale-

r. 11,wi r*The Mt..inning of Radio Engineering in Russial (Mos.
ou Si ,t 1 '144 197(4) . 254i pp.
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control over wireless, had acquired the majority of its stock by
1910. i:tis followed a familiar patient as other foreign interests
had a: a ady organited factories in Russia to assemble equipment
made siftewhere. a practice which took advantage of the country's
manpower but contributed link scientific sophistication to it.
Indeed. the Marconi Company's attempts to get a cotwesion in
Russia were said in ban' been PlImil)ted bY the sit.W%Mer N'fivue

which received in compensation at 50 per cent discount
on telegrams and 50.000 rubles worth of stock in the corporation.3

In addition to the military network. which had not been corn.
pitted by the outbreak of the War. there was a small system of
20 low-power stations operated by the Posts and Teleiraphs Ad-
ministratitm which provided only internal communication. Inter-
national traffic was handled by foreign-based companies with
offices in Russia. In fact. at the time of the War, the few radio>
telegraph stations in Russia placed it almost last among European
focuttries with such facilities. When war broke out. contact with
western Europe via cable and radio was disrupted. forcing Russian
engineers to turn to their own scant resources. The Russian
Wireless Telegraphs and Telephones Corporation quickly built
transmitters which were installed by the end of 1914 on Khodynka
Street (west side of Moscow) and in Tsarskoe Selo (now Pushkin)
near Petrogradtwo locations which were to become important
in the history of wireless in Russia.' In addition. a receiving

3 V. 1. Lenin. "Kapitalirm i pechae" ["Capitalism and the Press le Po Moe
sobranie wbittrnii j"Completv 1Varie."1 (Moscow: ltdatrsteo NNW
literaturv. 195S+). Vol. 25. pp. 5$. Also mailable in V. I. IA nict, Colferte4
Works (London: Lawrence and Withart [Moscow: Foreign Languages Pub.
filming Ilouse. and Progress Publishers. 1960+1). Vol. 20. pp. 162.5. All
quotations front Russian sources (xcept Trotski hair been translated 1mtn
the Russian originals by S. P. 11i1;. Ilence they do not necessarily coincide
with the (often inexact) serons in English translations. such as Lenin's
Collected Works in 45 volumes cited above. But for those who read only
English. citations front Lenin's newlyirublished Panne sobrattie sockinenii in
35 volumes (hereafter. P18) will include whenever itossible a croswelerence
to the Englislattguage Collected Works (hereafter. C11).

'The first experiments ht tatlitulephony had been conducted at the
beginning of the war by X. D. Papaleksi and S. M. Aiinslitein over a distance
of about 20 miles between Petrograd and Tsarskne Selo. See M. A. Roncb
Rruevicb. Sobranie tratdot, reoffected Works") (Moscow: Akademlla flank.
1956). p. 241.
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station -was constructed 100 miles northweg of Moscow, at Tver
(now. Kalinin), along with several coastal istitivepier stations to
itunihnr signals front Gentian naval movements. Meanwhile. the
navy's electrical factory had produced a number of field stations
Id' the crystal type. then the dominant kind of radio equipment.
the few tube sets available being of French and American design.

1.ouflApeaker of the MI olutime

Thus, when in 1917 the February Revolution exploded on a
country alwacly disinsei.trating under the pressures of war. an
embryonic fcumlatic had been established for eventual electrical
communication syvems. Radiotelegraphy was a known and prac-
ticed an. crude manulaturing facilities existed. and a small
Ake caf c tperators. tinketcrs and engineers bad gained experience.

%Viten the 1141shes cause to power in October, wireless telegraph
was used Mum and ;t station becante prited military target as a
palac c or capital buildings had been before. Kerenski's anti-Soviet
forces had captured the Tsarskoe Selo station in late October; the
Bolsheviks. however. had wired Nletscotv's Kluxlynka installation
and also coffin:114M the Nese lfolland gath at the Petrograd
anny post. from which Lenin telegraphed military units On No-
vember 22 annottming the dismissal of Commander -in- Chief
N. N. Dukbunin (1876-1917). At that time, Lenin was aware
that "our wireless mesiages are reaching Eurpe." One of them,
"our wireless messatte about tlw victory over Kerenski." as Lenin
reported to the All-Russian Central Exeetstive Committee, "was
picked up ks the Austrian wireless telegraph and relayed." while
the "Germans. on the other hand. sent out jamming signals to
block it." tie considered the fact that "We can contact Paris by
wireless" extremely important for notifying the French people
about a European armistice and peace treaty.5

When the new government moved to Moscow early in 1918.
the work load expanded greatly for the Khodynka station. This
primary outlet became known as "the loudspeaker of the Revolu-
tion." and on November 7. 1922. it was ofliiall!: named the
October Radio Station. At the beginning of 1918 it was trans-
mitting around 20.900 words a month. but a year later that had

5 Lenin. PSN $5:85-8: CU' 26:31548.
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itutyyd to MOW, even though the le} was I tatic.I.4 waled ink'
speed Was not greater than 10 or 12 words a minute. the station
Was able to oiwtate on wine lengths 1000. 7000. and 91ltkt meters
(tin, .1:1, anti 33.3 kW)." so important was the installation con-
sidensi to be that in December. 191$. in the midst of were
famine. its mplo}ces were allotted the relatively generous sgAdier's

ration, while a special deuce provided fuel anti lubricants for
the stations diesel generators at a time whets oil resumes of the
(Lmeasits and ihaku Legions gets inaccessibly to tile Soviets.
Service had to he suspended for sewtal days in Ma}'. 11120. when
anti-Bolshevik (*Virile (uard-) saboteurs blew up an ni-

titrn near the station. crippling its antennas and dam.

aging much electrical equipment. Lenin quickly approved a

decree of the Cibitier creating a siwcial commission to restore

4 'Mat io If IS.

ASiti from domestic service. the Ithodvnka station provided
the Soviet (Al:cern:min with internaticmal connections. Operators
there. as well as at the Ti er anti Tsarslo oe Selo stat ions. to ntitoreci
transmissions from Europe which kept the government abreast
of world developments and helped to overcome the effects of the
bitx-kade during the Civil War. In March. 1019, for esampk.
the Khodynka station picked up messages about tlw communist
revolution in III:Nary. Lenin was able to soul an enthusiastic
note of congratulaticms to the new Hungarian government and

dee Wed that "Regular radio communication between Budapest
anti Moscow is absolutely necssary."' uprising seemed all
the more decisive at the time as the fate of the Russian revolution
was thought to hang on similar proletarian seizures of power
than Europe.

V. I. ShaMOIOL Prt guth nAke4 rtobrockhnihr O+4 Wan of
*Pt it's Itathe Mo%t OW: itU Oh*. 1)k 9t , liter alter.
godv). Shamshur is one at the eldest radio ltanalists in the S44% in Union.
He began writing ktirctia's "Radio Corner in litS.

In this monograph the to "Cabinet" is used to translate the early Soviet
term %w.f./ ttarodttykit hoot i.utt err Sin flat Itoto ilite rally. "t;ouutil tef

People's Commissars-). shit It was then the Soviet rnion's ruling body. with
wide ettetutive powers and unlimited legislative authority. Chairing the
Cabinet w alt 'Anti tett offic ial position. -Minis:Is- is used here to translate the
term plarminve kurniuorie or Ha:moot (literally. "people's itorumissariat").
eleven of which made up the Cabinet at that time.

Lenin. PSS S8:216; C .19:226.
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Telegraphic tonnuttnication underwon a major reorganization
in 1918 Windt tuts to prow important for radiotelephone and
broadcasting de% elopments in the years immediately following.
It was largely prompted by the vdnerability of wire lines to anti.

Ishoik salanag and the starchy ols:littiptuent for non-military
use. At the beginning of the World War. all high-power stations.
as well as 1.;,cre equipment, had been brought under the control
41 the Nlillistq of War. Later. the few lowpower stations remain-
ing in the network operated by the Ministry of Posts and Tele-
graphs gradually became swamped by the increasing demands
placed upon them by the revolutionary government. As part of
lice reshuffling. V. N. Podbdski (18S7.192), journalist and agi.
taicir. was appointed Minister of Posts and Telegraphs in April.
Infs. Ai the same time, the Cabinet considered transferring a
number of ik ow caul Ir.attsmitslug stations. ant: eventually all fixed
atif 114,o1 the military to Posts and Telegraphs, a move sup-
ported by the Second All-Russian Congress of Radio Specialists
nulling in Moscow in June. but opposed. of course, by the army.°
Tlw project was finally carried tart on July 21. 191$, by the
Cabinet's decree on the centralization of radio engineering, the
first Soviet document oil wireless, In addition to defining the
relatiou of various enitliqvies to radii itch...In-aptly. it created a Radio
Engineering Council within Posts and 'Telegraphs, shifted im-
portant spark -gap transmitters and warehouses to that Ministry.
and gave it wide authority to develop and construct radio facilities.
A. M. Nikolat-e (18$7-1937) was appointed chairman of the
Council.

Like many other Bolsheviks. Nikolaci had spent a good deal of
time in exile. and had met Lenin in Switzerland. lie had been
graduated in 1913 from Toulouse ITniversity in France with a
major in deco-a-mechanics. and had worked in that country
assembling and testing radio equipment. Thus, to qualify him
for his post, he had a considerable technical bikground and the
right political redentials. The latter apparently were not suf
licient to save him from the Stalin purges. an error acknowledged
by Nikolaev's posthumous rehabilitation in 1957. Two of his

P fhtmonwv. Ne_ eztirofttkie. piortery sovetskai ratflotekhniki i"Nithni-
Novuotoil Pitmeti-s of SIA let Radio Ettgineerittg-1 (Moqiicm.Leningrad:
Nauka. 1966). p. 155.
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classmates at Toulouse had been V. S. Dovgalevski (1814:'0-193) .
who was Nlittistet of Posts and Telegraphs from 1921 to 1923.

the critical period in the Mtn/talk m of Soviet broadcasting. and
(:. V. Putiatin (1883-1912), who started working at the Tver
installatic in 1916.

In May or June, Nikolaer %isited the tat ilit Les at `her and dis-
coverd a small. into& ial laboratory and workshop run by M. A.
licmch-ltruevh h (1t,88-1910) . who had citn to the hastily on-
structed station in 1911 as assistant licmc111Sruevich had

been ttanicli at a military engineering academy where one of his
teachers had been V. K. 1,1.edinski (1868-1937). a former student
of PI pov as well as author 44 the first Russian textbook on wireless
ttegraph. and atter 191$ a member of the Radio Engineering
Council. l'pon his graduation in 1909. BonchBruevih was as-
signed to a signal unit, then spent some time in Germany. and
attended the 011ie ers Electrical Engineering School prior to the
outbreak of war. At the Tver station, he began to experiment
with making tubes. as the war largely had cut off Russia's external
snurc es. but he had u) do this on his own initiative because some
military authorities felt tubes lacked the ruggedness needed for
mobile units. In 1917i. he stwcmded in producing his first models.
Although amateurish and hand-assembhAl under primitive cndi-
tions. they apparently were. cheaper ;111(1 lasted longer than those

manilla( cured by the Russian Wireless Telegraphs and 'relephones
C.orporation and permitted amplified recpticm of foreign signals.
Bon( h-Bruevich was CtWOUT:iged in his work by a new commander

(also a former student of Lebedinski) . V. 11. 1.eshultinski (1887-

1919 ) , who arranged for him to make a two-and-a-half month visit

to France. via Scandinavia and England. eat ly in 191 to study bask
tube technology. Upon nonch-Bruich's return. 1.esheltinski per-
suaded Professor Lebeclittski to join the research work at the TVer
station and then augmented its technie al equipment and person-
nel. The same war. the team started making vacuum tubes and
receiving sets. but a fuel shortage late in 1917 interruptcAl the
%ork.

It was this miniature research and manufacturing st-up which
Nikolav found during his visit, and it impressed him so Mild)
that he returned with Podbelski. Discussions followed about fur-
ther development of on-going projects. one of which apparently
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invoked rulioteleplumv, an art not enthusiastically endorsed by
the military because a transmission could not be coded. Based
upon these talks, Lshchinski, with the assistance of Bonh-Bruevih
and Lebedin.ki. presented a report to the Ministry early in June
)1 MS fed plIleniti in the future of wireless and

offered a draft decree recommending establishment a formal
research unit with special equipment, qualified personnel and a
budget. The board it the Ministry approved the decree the same
month. thereby ratifying. the operation at Tver and confirming
Leshchinski as its head. On the staff was P. A. Ostriakov (1887.
19.12t. who had been a student with Bonch-Bruevih before the
war and had worked on radio equipment for aircraft. A few years
hence he t%(icchl 1n ill charge of building MOSUM*S first broadcast-
ing station.

It was decided to move at tivities away from the war zone as
the Germans were threatening in the CAt. and to a !citation where
continuous electric power was assured. Nithni-Novgorod (now
Gorki). about 10 miles east of Moscow. was selected as the site.
It was a majcr transportation hub and. probably because of its
important industries. a principal liclslievik stronghold. During
that summer of P118. the Cheka had secured the city from internal
threat by arresting a White ( ;Mini Organihit inn and executing
part of it.'" In August. just liefor Lenin was wounded by a would-
be a.sai.in. the 1$ resent hers and their apparatus left Tver and
reached Ni7Imiovgorod. It is significant that this group. some
of whose member: had known each other for a dex ade. included
most of those who would he responsible for innovating broad-
castinA in the Soviet Union. later. in November, Lenin sent
telegrams to military and civilian agencies in the city insuring
that the %Cientists received soldiers' food rations and that sufficient
materials were at their disposal. The set-tip had proceeded quickly
as the Laboratory achieved an immediate goal of starting receiver
amplifying tube production before the Revolution's first an-
niversary.

tot:award IL Carr. The ik Bri.filutilln (Baltimore: Penguin Rooks,
1966). Vol. 1. p. 171. -Clicka- is at altiatin of .%11.Russini Extraordinary
Commission to Combat Counter RtIolution and Sabotage, sometimes refertrd
to as "Politir al Polk."
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The functicms and responsibilities of the new organization
were spelled out in the December 2. 191$. decree of the Cabinet.
Tlw 1..t/H1atcav and wcrksh,,p uric. to be the utItt't or all ..e-icntitic
work in radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, as well as in related
areas of the physical sciences. (Indeed, by 1920. the laborators
had a stall if 200,, including the original ;Mu) fmm Tver.
dme from the Pelt .04,4rad Decas factory. and :mther from "rsarskoe
Selo.) The unit was to produce radio apparatus for its own use
and for other giernment divisions. and was to II technical
supervision of all ratio equipment of the 1inistry of Posts and
Telegraphs. Also within its responsibilities were the preparation
of technical books and articles. as well as the founding of a Radio
Engineering Institute, Eventually the Laboratory began publish-
ing activities when. in 1919, the journal Trtegrafift i telefonift be:
prrodov ("Telegraphy and Telephony Without Wires") , edited
by Lebedinski. was transferred there from Moscow. Among the

WainrV'S ithlittiliale assignments, however. were the months
production of 3,000 vacuum tubes. the designing of a standardized
receiving station for Posts and Telegraphs a.41 the development of
long-range radiotelegraph transmitters." The last task was stilt
sequentiv expanded by the July 30. 1919. decree of the Council
for Labor and Defense (CID). an agency then concerned with
mobilizing manpower for civilian work. It charged the Ministry
of Posts and Telegraphs, and thus its Laboratory, with building in
Moscow a new model station to provide regular telegraphic corn-
mutticat ion with outlying regions as well as the Western ct :u un ries.
Shabolovka Street (south side of Moscow. eventually the site of
the television center) was chosen as the location. and when the
station began operating it relieved the Khdynka transmitter of
much of the pressure on it. Later. cm July 21. 1920. the CID
approved a measure outlining- a plan for constructing a number
of radiotelegraph stations and reorganizing several existing ones.
inducing that on Khodynka, by installing powerful transmitters
of the high frequency machine" type developed by V. P. Voingdin
(18141-1933) . At that time. as the Civil War was mming to an end,
the state of telegraphy was stwb that more than (10 per cent of

tt Shamahur. Perm. tmr/v. Pp. 32-3.
12 .% high .4peed rotary park gap trummitter with multiple electrodes. att

example being the Alexander-mitt alternator.
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prcipert and equipment was in an inoperative condition or
m.ked. l"

"Neze%paprr Without Paper-

Lenin's cm liusia,m tor modernizing life through the application
of eget frit its pm-AIM, his )11 it) the lab) of radio. From
January. 1920. his writings reveal considerable interest in a study
prepared by C. M. Krthizhanovski (1S72-1959) on electrification
of industry. l'hey stress the need to mobilize popular support for
making "all Russia, both industrial and agricultuml, electrical.""
By the end of the year. he had heartily endorsed Krzhizhanovski's
report to the Fight!, .111-Russian Congress of Soviets. During the
mute petit there becomes apixirent the development of Lenin's
undamntal c onc ern for innovation of broadcasting by coupling

.1 loudspeaker to the wireless telephone. a method both reasonable
and h>git .11 fcr the time. Already familiar with the marvels of the
tc irless telegraph and convinced of its great worth, Lenin be-
litled it to he absolutely essential that ommuniation facilities
be extended with the radiotelephone so that many could simul-
lane( msly hear a message or announcement.

It appears the earliest written expression of these convictions
is contained in a note 1.enin wrote on February 1, 1920. in response
to lionch-Brue%ich's complaints over difficulties at the Laboratory.
particularly the arrest of its acting directorN. F. Shorin (1890-
19-111. a former tsarist officer. Following a briefing by Nikolae
and inquiries made of F. F. Dzerzbinski (1S77-1926). chairman
of the Cheka. Lenin was persuaded and sent telegrams ordering
the immediate parole of Shorin while the investigation continued
and straightening out other difficulties with the Nizhni-Norgorod
City Council. The came clay. Lenin addressed the short note to
Itonch-litatevich explaining the a( tion taken and closing with this
paragraph:

I take this opportunity to express to you my profound gratitude
and sympathy with regard to the great work of radio inventions which
Yon are doing. "1"lw newspaper without paper and "without distances"

is B. S. &ids% Orberki Atm* rarbotekhniki j"Es%nys on the History of Radio
Fitgirtectitr4"1 (Ntf.cow: .%Litlemiia nattk. 196)). p. 391.

it Cil $3:35
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which you are creating will be a great thing. 1 promise to give you
any and every assistame in this mid similat projects.as

This seems to he the lie ginning of Bondi-
Bruvich, who was later to be referred to by Lenin its it -very out-
.standing- inventor.'" .A. subsequent events and correspondence
demonstrate, the pledge of help was tested repeatedly in the two
years f011owing.

Research the Nithni-Novgorod tialxwatory had reached the
state at which a small experimental radiotelephone transmitter
was assembled there using tvater-cooled tithes developed by
Bonch-Bruevich." This seemed to be the proper Nth of develop-
ment, as tests of high frequency machine transmitters had indicated
they were not entirely satistactory for speech but were quite
adequate for telegraphy. Nlorower. water-coctling seemed a solu-
tion for the great heat net essarily produced in the getter:4611g of
high-power signals. Regitming its anuary 1920. test transmissions
of voice were nude whose reception was confirmed by reports
from (oftn startled) monitors in various parts of the cmintry."

Lenin. PS 51:130: (:11' 35:137. The origin of the curious phrase "news-
palmy without pair and 'without distances' " is clouded, BottchBruevich
(op. rit.. p. 213) points out that "prior to 1919, the idea of broadcasting as we
now understand it essentially did not yet exist in our country."' He adds:
"For the first time the idea of broadcasting was formulated by V. 1. Lenin in
his fatuous letter" of Fein-nary. flr0, Howes:I. aside from this testimonial.
there is no cons im ing Wine to suggest the term -or the notion of an oral
n wspaixr-originated with Lettin. The text of Rom h-lirttevich's letter which
made its way to Lenin is apparently unpublished (or lost) : no citations are
made from it in the extensise scholarly apparatus in /NS (sec 51:107). It
could Ix these ideas originated with Rnela-Brueich himself and that his
atoll:ming them to Lenin is a case of modest deference.

14 Lenin. P%% 52:5.1: Cll. 45:173. Original emphasis.
Water tiOleti ittli% woe also in the experimental stage in the United

State* ;Mout this time. Knitting repit that -after the war" research was
begun to develop high-power ttrittMitter Mire% with water ccmling and that a
"powerful watercmled amplifier" was installed in 1922 at an R.C.A. trans.
atlantic station. It was successfully tested with voice transmissions from New
fork to London in lattuary, 1923. See William P. Banning, Cntmnrrt
Brivtdratting Pioneer (Cambridg: flartard l'ttisersity Press. 19-16). pp. 121-5.

tK Ronch-Bruvtich. p. 212: and titttithf excerpts from P. A.

Ostriakos's book. At ik .1trkwindri3it Fr Awn h (Moscow: 1953) as
reprinted in rempcouimoma a .1*. I. / mine 1-Reminiscences ..thout V. I.

Nowow: Inlateroc, Politicheskoi literaturv. 197(1). Vol. 1. p. Ifi2
(hereafter. rtApromittaniiit) .
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Nikolaev conveyed these encouraging results to Lenin. who in-
structed the. .Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs to draft a decree
for the (:1.1) on the subject of radio telephones." Official enconr-
agensent of reseath was thereby provided when Lenin signed the
measure Nlarch 17. 1920. Perhaps mirroring over- confidence in
experimental prol.tress or reflecting a belief that a deadline
stimulates productivity. it dimwit the I zboratoty with setting
up -in the shortest possible time. not more than two-and-a-hall
wombs.: Central R:IdlWItpflOtlit. Siatioll with a service radius
of two thousand versts."2"almili 1.300 miles. a substantial require-
ment for that time. NI(1St'ow was designated as its location. and on
April 29 a branch of the Laboratory was established there to begin
the work.

One can vet ulate about the feasibility of this optimistic dead-
line and whether it was set by administrators without clear under-
standing of prat t ital engineering problems. Apparently it was
considered unreasonable to some of those involved, for five (1.,.ys
after approving the decree Lenin visited Moscow's Khodynka
installation. where he heard a radiotelephone transmission with
good clarity for Nizhni-Novgonx1.2' That was but a distance of
13() miles or so. and while great obstacles clearly stood in the path
of high-power output. they did not seem insurmountable. Re-
searchers had the new water-cooled tube at their disposal. and in
spite of harsh economic. conditions and severe material shortages.
this was believed to be the answer to the challenge. Yet seemingly
lost to consideration was the equally evident fact that the trans-
miner had to be supplied with a power source, towers for the
antenna. and water connections for tube toolingall of which
already existed at Kitiklynka and Nizhni-Novgorod. Nonetheless.

11' At about this time. 1 rnitt was outraged at breakdowns in his own long-
distance win. telephone connections. Twice in mid February Lenin attempted
to make crucial calls to 1. V. (Joseph) Stalin (11479953). who then headed
the nolshetik militaty occupation at Kharkov on the southwestern front. but
he had difficulty hearing Stalin. and Stalin claimed he was totally unable to
hear Lenin. Niko lac-% 's subordinate in c barge of to G. L. Vollenberg
(1890-1910). was sent a sharp reprimand (and threat of arrest) by Lenin for
these and other failures in Lenin's prisate phoneswhich on occasion even
affected total and suburban calls between the Kremlin and Lenin's country
retreat. See PS'S 51:134, 130-7. 212-13.

20 Lenin. PSS 5:549.50. gl Shamshur. Perry Body. p. 57.
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it was patently clear that wireless telygrapiq could span thous:ugh
of milesso why not speech in chic time? A pertinent committal.).
on this erics1 was espresscsi by I.. l'rotsl.i (I 79- 1910) ft iur
ears later:

It is true that the %Vat has produced a long series of technical inven-
tions. But the imvert which it has produced has put off the prac:ical
application of these inventions for a long time and with this their
possibility of rest lutioniting life. This refers to radio, to aviation.
and to many mechanical disccneries.iu

Unfortunately. progress %v.:is slower than titticipated. On June
2. 1920. quite beyond the deadline. Lenin asked the Ministry of
Posts and 1 elegraphs when the radiotelephone wont,' be ready
for use and inquired about the status of loudspeaker construction.
Ile was informed that the first official radiotelephone conversation
was planned to be with Berlin and that speaker research was
proceeding. However, it was not until 'Member that the experi-
mental transmitter used at Nizimi-Novgorod was brought to Mos-
cow for installation at the Khedsiika station where antenna masts
and a power supply existed. The delay might have been caused
by Bont-b-Bruevich's making new model tubes which raised the

transmitter power to 5 kilowatts. But it is more likely that short-
ages of electricity slowed the work.

During the autumn of 1921) there were repeated power inter-
minions !)'cause the Nititi-No%gorod city power station. which
supplied current to the latrtratory, lacked sufficient fuel (a prob-
lem of crisis proportions which gripped the entire country). Mere-
c,ver. a Petrograd plant which protluted compressed gas for the
Laboratory also shut down for want of fuel, and construction of
the Laboratory's own electric source had to he halted mid-way
when funds ran out. Ostriakov. head of station construction at
the Laboratory's Moscow branch, was frustrated in his search for
financing and in desperation wrote directly to Lenin. On Novem-
ber 16. Lenin summoned him for a conference and after listening
to the engineer, telephoned the Nfinistry of Finance and the
monetary question was settled quickly. It is pertinent to note that

1.. 1). Tratiki, Literattor and It.': atatifin (At lbor: Uni%crsityol

Michigan Press. 1960) . p. 'WC
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during this same period. Lenin was extremely concented about
hastening electrificathat of Russia. As he had oliserved the pre-
%ions mnill, -Communist society . . (annot be !milt unless we
restore industry and agriculture . . on a motion basis, in ac-
t nrdante with the last %I 441 ill m lent e. You know that electricity
is that basis.-.'" Cert.:lids in acting upon °stria Lov's request, he
teas contributing not 4tiv to electrification. but Le "radiofication."

In the meantime Nikolaev had arrived in Berlin and on Decem-
ber 10 a I talistliisNioli n11 MoscoW 1)1'1,14411t ill I oy indoor
:Intentta a ith such t laritv that lw was able to identify by yoke
timbre the *tames of people speaking over the air. Reception at
1.000 Milt'. besides astounding Telefunken engineers who were
unable to make a return transmission until March, 1921.24 seemed
to bring mu( li t hKer the g cm I 411 a permanent high.power Moscow
station. The experimental transmitter. which used tithes devel-
tiped by Mtn( h.Bines le h. remained installed at Khodynka for midi-
ti(mal tests atul et emually one of Ow researchers took on the
added ditty of amount( cr. .1+ the few listeners in those days were
snit ay technicians and monitors at other Ministry stations, his
copy Clnisistect of ankles front the journal published at the
I Aboratory.

The ent ()waging results of Mt eutlper would have come stxmer.
it appeared. if smooth functioning of official machinery and
%Wilt ie nt matcriak and funding had existed. I.enin certainly
was aware of this for on january 20. 1921. Ostriakov forwarded
to him a detailed proptmal for establishing a radio-telephone net-
work. as well as a summary of difficulties encountered in setting
up the Most ow station (actual construction of a new building to
litim. it had begun in (h (ober, 1920) . The obstacles may have
beet) of a mm4(.1111'4.31 natureadministratke or political-1W-
( Mist' 1 Ali Ili Was t ailed upon to use his u.'iue to remove them.
The same day, Lenin forwarded a decree with his personal
endorsement it) N. I'. Gorbutwv (1892-1938). secretary of the
executive committee of the Cabinet. asking him to "follow up
this matter." !o discuss it with Ostriakoy, and also to contact the

I xttitt, -7.ulat hi wiittio% nsplixleki" rile Tusks of the Youth Leagues").
INN 41:307; Cif' 31:289.

Shoushur. Permr grub'. p. 39.
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Radio Laboratory. Corunov was instructed -to get the attached
draft des ree Aioccdiiv thrinigh the executive committee." Inn if

imanitnit Ionia fliT1 bi !Vat 11411. the,/ ' up .11 .1 Meeting
of the full (Libint. Lenin asked to ht kept informed -twice a
1114floit int the inogirs., thy projctts"a chin( e of word and
emphasis which sert ed as a Ismaili hint. The note to Ciirbuturr
also is of interest because Lenin points out hint JIw broadcasting
system is to be employed:

The nutter is Of gigantif 1.*:ffnatame (a newspaper without paper and
without wire., for with a loudspeaker and with the receiver which

Itinuh-Brueich has tlolopt in such a way that we will easily get
hrouired. tetei.ets, all Russia will hear a newspaper lead in Mos-
tow.)45 'Original emphasis'

ire ;Iry PauprfA*.

The following day. January 27. 1921. the measure was approved
and then signed by 1.nin. Apparently referring to the xperi-
mntal transmissions front Khoditka. it acknowledged the success
of the Radio Laboratory in carrying out the CLIrs decree of
March 17 of the pryvious war. The Ministry of Posts and Tele-
graphs was now charged with an ambitious program of «otAirau
ing a two-way radiotelephone Ay.tern whit It would unite a central
station in Moscow to be built within six months) with the mom
imp( Main areas 4)1 the country. 'l -ht' I .:11MMIli, heretofore mostly
concerned with reseal-O. was assigtml thy 1m:dilution of trans-
mitters and receivers. while Gorutuiv was personally charged
with checking prngress of the whole plan. Tlw decree stressed thr
exceptional urgency Of the scheme.;-* (About three weeks later.
February IM. and almost as an addendum to the decree. Lenin
signed a special authothat ion card fOr Ostrialo who was directing
construction of the Mown station. This credential. which Lenin
had directed hint to draft when they met in November. gate wide
authority to Ositiako, srvitng both as scissors to cm red tape

2A Lenin. /NS 52:54: (:11 35: 173.
gliShantsItur, Perry/. gildv, pp. .10- Poquetatnartmt '1:165; .. M. Nikolat:

radio I"Lettirt and Radial, second edition (Moscow: lidatei`stro
Politiche.koi Intl:story, 195s). pp. 30-31.
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and warrant to procure materials.) 2T But beyond its many details
and assignments of tasks, the decree of January 27 implicitly
represented a Loge step 1.41rwardtrom the sta.,4e of isolated experi-
mntal transmissions to an opermional interconnected loud-
speaking radiotelephone system.

The dispatch with which the Ostriakov memorandum was
handlol. the sense of urgency surrounding the innovation of
broadcasting. as well as the stress OH radio reports of news, are
accounted for in no small measure by Lenin's attitudes toward
newspaper distribution in Russia. Less than two weeks later
(February !it. they appeared in a Pravda article. "The Functioning
of the Ministry of Education." In it. Lenin explains that "there
are 3:10.000 copies of hvettia anti 2:k0.01$) of Pravda fur the whole
of Russia. We are paupers. We have no newsprint.- lie urges
inure efficient distribution and outdoor posting of papers. saying
that :I.-AHN) « pies of bcnit would suffice. rather than the ti00.000
"which are being grabbed by the 'Soviet bureaucrats,' wasted as
'cigarette paper.' etc.. simply by force of capitalistic habits." A
saving of 2:10019 copies. Lenin writes. would Ix equal to "iteo
dailies with a circulation of 125A00 each. And each of these every
day could give the people serious and valuable literary nuterial.
the best and classical [tic] fiction, general education textbooks.
textbooks on agriculture and textbooks on industry."2" In this
context. certainly, the prospect of a "newspaper without paper"
appears a tenable. if not miraculous, solution to shortages and
inefficiency.

It is evident, however, that ureatuTatic ineptness and other
sources of delay existed in newspaper distribution and radio
development alike. It is also evident that it was not just a simple
matter of innovating broadcasting /ii tr. but equally one of
creating along with it, if not as a pre-condition for it, whole new
industrial sectors, albeit on a small scale. In the parallel movement
toward electrificathm. it meant starting IICW factories to mann-

xT was "authotiml to ust all tesourtes available" to complete the
project while fat tor% tsunagettaitts were directed to render whatever assistance
was fleeciest. Further. Ostriakos was to report "all obstacles" to the work. A
photograph of the tlotutmnt appears itt Bottch-Brite.vith. qt. fit.. p. 246.

it4 Pravda. Fhtuary 9. 1921. p. Lenin. MN 122:33931: Cif' 32:131-2.
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facture light bulbs, organizing production and treannent of poles.
founding ceramics works to make insulators. inaugurating stmrses
to teach in almost illiterate population what elec tricity was all
about, and tapping all sour* es of raw materials. even (as Lenin
wrote to Krzhizhanoskil church I elk and door handles for
copper.'-'" In any case. 1); .pril. 1921, the Moscow station, or
broad( asting in general. did not seem close enough to innovation
too svarrant h in a letter mentioning media to
be used to promote peat proximo ion (leaflets. pamphlets. travelling
exhibitions. motion pictures. textbooks and a required college
course).3"

Meanwhile, engineers )iiorev and Chistovski. working at the
Kazan military baw's radii) laboratory. nad successfully constructed
tube amplifiers to strengthen the hignal of telephone transmissions.
so that the voice at the receiving cud of hand sets was very strong.
The next logical step was adapt ing :Lc aninlilier to drive a loud-
speaker and on May 1, 1921.3 the pee pie itt Kazan witnessed
a demonstration of two such outdoor speakers connet-wd to the
amplifier by a telephone line. over which news dispatches were
read.'" Lenin noticed an article about this in the May 7 news-
papers and immediately wrote 6orbunov to check the story with
Ostriako and "If it's true. they [speakers) need to be installed in
Moscow and St. Petersburg. "" :4 Levin also took the opportunity 10
ask for a written report tit progress of receiver and speaker pristine-
tion, and on the construction timetable for the Moscow station
itself.

The Dikarev-Chistovski amplifiers were sew to Moscow, where
similar tests were run between May 28 and June I. These. as well
as the Gorhunov report. undoubtedly served as the basis for a
decree, approved June 3 by the CID. which charged the Radio
Laboratory's Moscow staff with installation of outdoor speakers
in that city and transmission of an oral newspaper. This was
accomplished two weeks later when news from the ROSTA
agency (the forerunner of TASS) was transmitted from speakers
in six important locations around : fosmw.33 The speakers were
connected directly to the transmissions point by cable. and the

29 Lenin. PSS 52:3$: CIF 35:4611.
a° Lenin. PCV 52:136-7: Mt' 35: 1S t.
22 Lenin. Pss 53:159-60.

31 Pravda. May 7. 1921. is. 2.
Shamsiwr. Prrryt goefr p. 4$.
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system consisted literally of lutl-spc..aking telephones. Thus it
represented :tit early use of wire distribution anti was a predecessor
of later C:lt.ith. 11w notiou of "broadcasting"
at this tint,. %%as 1101 tOttittleti to is iteless ttanstnission. It tt'tlttid
seCtil itt l'elltpvt I that the Mostou rgatti/ation actually had two
functions w hich in-l)hahl% were not t unsitlerell independent at
the time: a powerful radio station transmitting to receiving
suet lc 'its art >uthl the c onto ry, and also the source for the distribution
net we oris in 11111ft OW it Wit .

"'re trenotte, to Event-me"

Although the oral newspaper was new. outdoor reporting of
events was nut. Weed, the projected net of radio stations was
an attempt to do for voice transmission what had already been
accomplished in telegraphy. In 191$. the Ministry of Posts and
Telt:zeal:Its Ingan orviti/ing a large network of radiotelegraph
stations. some of which had lust been transferred to it from the
military. while others had to be pieced together from surplus
army gear and whatever civilian equipment existed. During the
Civil War when Russia was cut off from Europe. operators in
stations at "I'ver. sarskoe Selo and Khodynka (before the time
of the radiotelephone transmitter there) picked up telegraphic
cep orts of European station, and relayed them to each other.
addressed simply -To everyone. to everyone." These became the
hand-written Hews sheets posted in town squares. railway stations.
some wineltmvs. et.. and exasientall issued as leaflets. By 1919.
the khodvnka station in Moscow often was handling more than
1.000 worth daily of such news reports. At the end of 191$, there
were *tat iems in $0 locations on the circular mute for the bulletins.
and in 1920 the number had reached 222." With the shortage of
newsprint. the telegraphic summaries proved an economic means
of public informat ion, while the reliance tqxm radio made counter-
revolutionary attacks on wire lines less telling in their effect.

The innovation of something similar via the radiotelephone
seemed utwittuittsft logical and utterly practical in 1921. and
likely to oce or any day. if one had faith in a cries of trials and
experiments. But the lump from a test to an operational system

shatn.hur. Prue. ody. p. 23.
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Is large. and one cannot always be sure just how many hurdles
stand M howten. Apparently Lenin was growing impatient with
what to him mile( tent .t lac k edit lent s. anti was patfled by the
inability of engineers to put into t 4 Mt 1114i% C operation something
which already had been tested successfully. No doubt this was the
basis on September 2 for his terse. blistering inquiry to Dosgalev-
ski. the new Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. with an infinination
copy to Gorbuniiv (who had been charged eight months earlier
with keeping Lenin informed about the radio piceet). In part.
it retics.ts Lenin's concern about the RIM sittlalitlfi itt
the east schih involved more menacing gestures by japan. the
security of Soviet borders in the area. the Far Eastern Republic.
and the Washington conference cut Pacific- affairs convened by
the t;reat Powers.

Repeating quest it ins posed months before. Lettin asks specifically
if the NIos4 ow station is opvrating. and if so. lor howw many hours
eat It clay and met- what distance. and "If not. what is tatting?"
Ile also demands informa:ion on the manufacture and operation
of receivers and. with clear reference to the wire distribution
system. wants to know "flow do matters stand with loudspeakers.
the apparatus which enables a whole auditorium for square! to
listen to MOICOW?" In one sense. Lenin's pointed questions appear
rhetorical because his letter hints he anticipates negative answers:

I am very much afraid that this matter has once again 'gone to
sleep' (in the damned habit of RuNsian Oblonns,a4 of putting every
one and everything to deep).

It has been 'promised' many times, and all the deadlines have
expired long ago!

The importance of this matter for use (for propaganda in the East
especially) is ever/Wrote!, lk'hc and negligence here are criminal.
[original emphasis]

Lenin reminds his addressees that "MI this already exists abroad"
and, perhaps reflecting a sense of futility produced by incompre-
hensible delays, asserts that "what is lacking can and must be
bought." He ends the now with a stern. ace itintability-provoking
declaration: "In all probability. there is er:minal negligence

t)bionsov . a lanclowner in Guncharcn's to rf, hits the la/jest and mum
inert character in 19th century Rug an literature.
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somewhere.-36 Clearly, Lenin is vexed 1, the failme to introduce
broadcasting atul the slow pt .ogress in preparing apparatus. The

of subordinate., to Meet Initial deadline% is as unnerving
to hint as to any leader. political or industrial. Add to this similar
enthlitif In% in other belch and tine has a pit'iiire of cit,spair, a SCIIM
of htipelevalcsS 1)111 monumental crises nit Whotw ininthatt
Miltit it's), the fate of the nation. and the first socialist revoluti:41.
hang,"

1.ettin's disgust with in-gala/at iott:ti nonsense anti the snail-paed
grinding of ill-meshing gears tot officialdom apiars repeatedly in
ltis correspondence as l tries not oniv to coax a lethargic country
into modern efficiency. but to keep it mgether front one clay to
tl next. ('.otttplic ming the matter is the growing complexity it

alt industriali/ing nation. yielding a situation in which slowing
of production in one sector has progressive and cumulative effects
on numerous others. 1 enitt's impatience with slow-motion htt-

PN% 33:160.6r ; 1:11 3! :519-20. Si bsequently. at Lnin's direction.
commission itoestitotd rite fll.. tits flw !LW* of its repent, the Cabinet

oii Nosenther 9. 1921, officially tcprimandd P. .%. Hogdamic (18112 19$9) .
chairman of the stiprom Council if the National Economy. for its failure to
supply cei can quantities of ((ntim swd afitt gims fit the Radio Laboratory.
%t tlw same time. Ostriakoc was nprimouted for not basing met a sixmontli
deadline roof owil by in the larmary 27 (1921) decree on construction
of the Moscow radiotelephone station. See Picpoirrinatiria .1:163. 169: Niko
lave, tip. tit., pp. 31. :12: V. 1, Shant,Ittit. I elfin i rawitie radio 1-Leniti and
the Deselcipmnt gadiril (Mscow: Stiatitclat. 1960). pp. 113. 111 (hem
:offer. tetutt).

3f ,toothur of Lenin's disappiqtittnnts. esjcially bizarre. invoiced S. 1.

Bruin, who alIttttsl in 1920 that lw hail ithented a means of esploding gun
powder by wireless. This claim won him Lenin's unswerving patronage. ever
the protests of both t httiakos and Nikolae. Lenin allowed Bolin to carry
on his top Wort ft.( nth in Iiffate. Well.fitsaftttsl facilities. lint at Niflioi
NivOlorthi, ascii at 84Pg0141414 (n Nogilt.k) from mid1920 until tktobr.
1921. when a tjort..nuto tvsiew commission finally convinced Lenin that the
scheme was hopeless and should lie abandoned. See rospomirtanira 4:1674,
203.4; P5% 5$:113. cosisidrable enthusiasm was obsiously spurred by
the military applications of taclioinduted explosions. a potential felt urgently
during the wars on the Polish and Clime:In how. in 1920. In one of his two
-top secret" notes to Dotin himself, written June 1 at a critical juncture in the
fighting. Lenin urges the inventor to most up the date of scheduled test
firings so that Unit) would be able to use that knowledge at a pivotal CU)
strategy session. otherwise we might low many thousand extra soktiers.- Sec
P 51:209-10: CD' 44:311,1
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ratterat'y and the lack of performance supervision is especially
eisible in a long letter of January 21. 1922. to A. D. Tsittrupa
1S70-192S) . newly -appointed Dpittv ( :hairrn.0 of the Cabinet.

A friend of 1.enitt Tor 'mire than 20 ears. 'I'sittrupa was to kinetic) II
rather as an efficiencv expert and administrative tec nible-shc xner.
1.ettin writes:

. we. need t., haw a detailed talk on the whole systetn of operations.
and think it over 'real good' Did.

The most radical defect of the Cabinet and the CH) is the absence
of any dm kaip on performance. Ire are being pulled down by the
foul bureaucratic swamp hut) writing papers. talking about decrees,
writing decrees-and in this sea of paper live work is being drowned... .

«ltit.t of gravity of setts operations HMS( be just this reworking
of our disgustingly bureaucratic operations, a struggle against bureau-
cracy and net tape. a cheek-up on performance.

. .. we have what amounts to complete irresponsibility at the top,
in the Milii%itit and in their departments. and saboteurs are making
magnificent use of this: as a result we have an Oblomov situation which
is ruining everything. . . .3" [Original emphasis]

In describing a web td a ommissions. committees and departments
reminiscent of Kafka's The Castle. Lenin closes the letter to
Tsittrupa with the emphatic. and equally propheti declaration.
the "commotion and turmoil ... are ruining all of u. Indeed.
within the year. I .enin himself is to suffer two serious strokes.

Further funding of the Nizhni-Noygorod Laboratory. and thus
pursuit of radio research. carne to the fore again early in January.
1922. when Dovgalevski requested an allocation of 50,000 gold
rubles for the Laboratory. Lenin supported the application with
a pelf tinco. , s accompanying note. asking that the matter be put to
a vote of the Milburn (the Party executive committee) . and
expressing his formal conlidnir in the lahotatory`s work:

I ask the Politburo members w take into account the exceptional
importance of the Nifhni-Novgorod Radio laboratory. the tremendous
services it has already rendered and the tremendous use it can render
us in the near future loth in military matters and in the nutter of
prcipaganda.3"

34 Lenin. PM 1.1:30-6: Gil' 35:515.7.
Lenin. PSS 44:358; CH' 42:587.8.
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At a meeting on January 20. the Politburo considered the request
and, agreeing with I ruin. approved tl appropriation.

The Honor Roll of Ileroex

Work in the Laboratory and on the Nloscow station continued
to progress during the spring of 1922 and reached a stage at which
opetation was imminent. A crescendo Of activity is apparent in a
twci-week period in May atitiog which there is an intensified flow
of letters and notes between Lenin and others concerning the
innovation and funding of broadcasting. A significant one in the
exchange is the May I i message to Dosgalevski. written less than
two weeks before I .enitt's first stroke. Its two references to America
are of special interest. although it is impossible to tell what par-
ticular American radio achievements I enin has in mind, or,
indeed, whether he is speaking in specific terms at all. There is
no question. though. that Lenin is disturbed by Russian slowness
in the field.

I read a report in hvestia today that the Nizhni-Novgorod City
Council has initiated a petition to the All-Russian Central Executive
Commitw f i.e., Congress] to award the Nithni-Novgorod Radio
1.,alusratory the Order of the Red Banner of 1.alxir and to enter the
names of Professors Bonh-Bruevich and Vologdin in the Honor Roll
of !terms.

Please give me your reaction. For tm part. I would consider it
necessary to support this petition.

By the was, in connection with sour letter to me. please inform
whether you are fully satisfied with the work of the Nithni-Novgorod
Radio Lalwator. And also send me the response (as short as possible)
of Bonch-Bruevich about how his work is going on the production of
loud %Turd:cis capable of bringing to the broad masses what is com-
municated over the wireless teleplume. This work has exceptionally
great significance for us in view of the fact that its success, which
was promised long ago by Bonch-Bruevich. would be tremendously
useful for agitation and propaganda.

Therefore it is necessary to undertake any sacrifices in order to
support this work. In particular. I beard that in America such work
has already to pr: ctical results.4"

laSitamsbut p. 149) %peculates, but without proof. that Lenin
might 1w referring to the first (still unperfected) models of electrodynamic

Pinfvcskyrs
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It should be checked whether sou have available for the Nizhni-
Novgorod Radio Laboratory all the latest American literature on this
quest ion.

Please send sour tesponse a, promptly as pssible. ,o that 1 can, if
necessary.. sign one or another report or petition at the session of the
.th-Russian Central Executive Committee. which opens tomorrow."

As Lenin mentions America twice and implicitly ttsCs it as a
gauge to assess 4oviet progress. the %tat,- of radio development here
at the time needs to be (Ilsidered. One obvious measure is the
number of stations on the air, although in 1922 the concept of
"station".or. indeed, "broadcasting" was not settled and the
definitions in use today were still being formed. The May 1, 1922.
issue of the Radio Service Bulletin re% eal,x1 223 stations operating
on 364) and 485 metersthe former wave length providing "music.
concerts. lectures, etc.." and the lane:. "market or weather re-
ports," A supplementary list for May 1.12 expanded the count
by 31. so that as of May 12 there were 251. stations licensed to
broadcast material of general interest, in a way that ship-to-shore
messages and police t tansmissic ms were not." Even if toe Bolshevik
Resolution had been unsuccessful, it is doubtful whether a similar
level of development could have existed in Russia at the time.
But the Revolution's success did bring the introduction of broad-
casting much closer and materially hastened its spread.

As for conditions beyond numbers. the widespread adaptation

41 Lenin, PS% lilt'
42 Department of Commerce. Bureau of Nas igation. Radio Service

No. 1. May 1. 19 22 (Washington: Government Priming Office). The rather
large number. 2a4. is somewhat deceptive. of course, becauie they were sharing
two frequent iesthus not all could lie on the air at any one time. Interest
ingl %. st, this figttr seems to be disputed. Codding (op. cit.. p. 18) declares
that "by May 1922 there were 129" .nations. while William R. Maclaurin
(Invention and innooion Radio ltoltittn,. New York: Macmillan Co.,
1919. p. 113) says that at "the end of T922 there were :10 licensed" stationsa
statement which sussgests there probably were fewer in May. Neither defines
"station." nor does Orrin E. Dunlap. Jr. (Radio and Telepiiion Almanac.
New York: Harper and Bros.. 1951. p. 09). who 'them a figure of 80. Gleason
L. .rcher filittor of lierdi /926.. New York: The Atnerican Historical
tiotiety. pros. 19:01. pp. 211. 393-7). referring to monthly bulletins of the
Departios nu of Commerce, reports that 99 "new stations" appeared in the
Nfa I issue and reprints a list of stations "existing in May. 19`2 which
totals 218. However. his derisation of the list and the figures is not clear.
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of the phonograph's woseneck horn to the radio receiver was
some months in the future. so listeners were still attached to radios
by the umbilical-like cord of tlwir earphones. Work was already
in progress which would allow sets to draw power from eletrit
light circuits rather than front heavy storage batteries. Production
of crystal Sets was declining as manufacturers realized the vacuum
tube held the most promise. especially because it permitted signal
amplification. Armstrong's (lest ript ion of the heteroclyne principle
was already history the had presented a paper about it in 1919) .

although it mould still be a few years before receivers incorporating
it would be available. Diagrams of his superregenerative circuit
had appeared in newspapers and it was regarded as "the solution
to all the problems of radio reception.'" Them is nothing to
suggest that Lenin had heard of Armstrong's work. although it is
likely it was known to engineers at the Laboratory. along with the
discoveries and inventions of Langmuir. Meissner and De Forest.
As to Lenin's reference to the latest American literature," it is
possible that current periodicals such as The Electrical journal.
Proceeding, of the Radio (:lub of America and Proceedings of the
1'114i/tile of Radio Engineers found thtir way to Nizhni-Novgorod
as part of a shipment received there early in 1920. Several more
"very valuable packages" of foreign books and journals later
arrived. apparently Ott Lenin's orders. and according to Nikolaev
"stimulated our laboratory's research."a' Moreover. the Ministry
of Posts and Telegraphs exchanged copies of its journal for foreign
publications in the field.4'

" Lawrence Lessing. Man of High Fidelity: Edwin Howard ..frintrong
(Philadelphia: .1. B. Lippincott Caanpany. 11154 . p. 141.

44 Nikolacv. op. fit.. p. 13.
IionchBite.-. ich was ;twae of research in Germany and England. as

journals from those commit.% were received at Nithni.Norgerod. Moreor, in
an article published in relegrafra i telefonia provodot, in 19115, he cites a
paper written by Stuart Rallantin from the December. 1921. issue of the
Proceeding; of the !Poi:tate of Radio Engineen: this confirms his knowledge
of that periodical. although at a slightly later date. See Bonch-Rruevich. op.
cit.. pp. 175. 204. The Radio Laboratory had its own library directed by Olga
Zaimra (IS '5-1937) who had studied English. French. German and mathe-
matics. and who translated intportant articles from foreign periodicals into
Russian for the radio scientists. fit addition. another staff member, L.
Saltykoe (11.711-1937). was linguistically proficient and had been to Germany.

if:contused on next page.
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"De,sirable and Proper"

It is dear. then. that Lenin was attuned. at least in general terms.
to foreign developments and was (OHM ions that the SOvit Union
was not the sole locus of radio engineering progress. The May I I
letter to Dovgalevski, however, apparently contains the only
1peific references Lenin made to radio in the United States.

Dovgalevski replied to Lenin's letter the same day and reported
he thought it "desirable and proper" to single out the Laboratory's
work and the «mtributions of lionh-Bruevih and Vologdin,
and thus recommended approval of the City Council's petition.
(The petition evidently resulted from satisfaction with reports
presented to the Council on May 4 by Lebedinski. Bosch-Bruevich
and Vo logdin.) As to the station itself, Dovgalevski wrote that it
would "be put into operation in Moscow at the beginning of
June" and that he would send additional specific information
about it."

Two days later. May 13, Lenin spoke by phone with V. A.
Pavlov (1890-1912). head of the Radio Department of the Ministry
of Posts and Telographs.4T Lenin's highly abbreviated notes reveal
they discussed how soon the Moscow station would be in operation
(in one month. said Pavlov) , coverage area. as well as costs and
quantities of transmitters and receivers in production.** Appar-
ently the details were not totally satisfactory because Lenin again
took up the matter on the IStly

Comrade Pavlov:
I have received a report from M. A. Bonch-Bruevich. Please find

out from him on the telephone what total sum (in pre-war rubles)
would be neces%ary for putting the matter in good order. If it cannot
[be quoted] in one figure. then preferably in not more than two (from

tirootnote continued from preceding page)
Italy. France and Holland. and in 1912 to America. He served as Interpreter
whenever foreikn delegations visited the Laboratory (e.g.. the Telefunken
group in 1923) and was sent abroad often by the government. as to Stockholm,
where he represented the Laboratory at the 1925 International Radio Exhibi-
tion. See Ostroumov, op. cit.. pp. 65-9. 176-S.

46 Lenin, PSS 54:643.4.
47 Lenin. P'S 45:678-9,
"Shamshur. Lenin. pp. 150-51.
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to: or minimum anti maxim nm). Please give toe your answer in a
telephone message or an urgent note... .4" [Original emphasis"!

Ilonchilruevic h repined the following day that for In rnial opera-
tion the Radio Laboratory needed a him budget 4 pi at least 7,3(X)
pre-war rubles per month. but that .t monthly maximum of 200H)
pre-war rubles would assure further development and expansion
of the 1.al)oratiry.4"

it appears that Lenin was attending to the kinds of details and
plans which he hoped wt odd he det isive in bringing broadcasting
to fruition. once and for all. Armed with this information, Lenin
the sante day (May 19, 1922) sent a rather long letter and one short
note to Stalin. newly-appointed GllTai Secretary of the Party's
Central Committee. with a "reouest to circulate to all members of
the Politburo." In these messages. Lenin strongly endorses radio
research and talks of broadcasting in terms of the wire distribution
iletiVOrk. whit ti entually are to become the dominant form.

Comrade Stalin,
I am enclosing two reports. the first is by Professor Osadch451 aft

expert on electricits, about radio-telegraph and telephone comnumi-
cation; the second is by itonch-Ilruevich (who is not related to the
wellknown nonch-Bruevich brothers, one of whom was the Executive
Secretary of the Cabinet. and the other an outstanding tsarist general).
This )touch-Ilruevich. whose report I enclose, is a very outstanding
worker and inventor in radio engineering and one of the principal
figures at the Nithni-Novgorod Radio I.abratory.

These reports show that it is technically quite feasible for us to
transmit live human speech over any distance by wireless communi-
cations; it is also possible to put into operation many hundreds of
receivers [i.e.. receiving stations] that could transmit speeches, reports.
and lectures delivered in Mosoow mans hundreds of localities
throughout the Republic. removed from Moscow by hundreds and,
under certain conditions, thousands of versts.

I think that both from the standpoint of propaganda and agitation,

19 Lenin. PSS 51:264.
ro' Lenin. PSS 5:017-8.
41 P. S. Osadchi (181+ti1913) was an electrical engineering vrialist and, at

that time. Ikputy Chairman of the. USSR Planning Commissio- ("Gosplan") .

He was presiously Chairman of the Cc ntral Electrical Engineering Council
of the Supreme Council of the Natital Economy.
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esptvially for those masses of the population who ate illiterate, and
also for transmitting lectures, it is absolutely necessary for us to carry
out this plan. (:onsidering the complete unfitness and even harmfulness
of most of the bourgeois proiesstas of sot ial mimes whom we are
tolerating. we have no other way out than to enable our few tiMMItillig
prOie1SOM who are capable of delivering Imtutes on sot ial sciences, to
deliver these lectures tor hundreds of localities in all parts of the
Federation.

'1 herefOre. I thinis that under no animist:ones should we stint funds
to complete the matter of mganiiing radio-telephonic communication
and to plOthiCe L0111111iel functional loudspeakers.

I propose that we pass it resolution to allot ate. as an extraordinary
measure, a stun of up to 1000)0 rubles in gold from the gold fund over
and above the budget to support the projects at the Niihtti-Novgorod
Radio Laboratory, in order to accelerate to the maximum the com-
pletion of the projects it has begun to install completely adequate loud-
speaket s anti many hundreds of receivers- f i.e.. receiving stations]
throughout the Republic, which can tepeat !+it-] for the broad masses
the wee( hes, repot is and Iv tures delivered in Moscow or another.
important city.

The Count it of 1 abor and Defense is to be charged with establishing
special supervision over the expenditure of this fund and, perhaps., if
it should plow expedient. to institute 1)01111%14 from the above fund
for spec 1411% rapid and successful work.

Let me add that today's izeritta carries a report about a British
invention in the field of ratlio-telegraphy that transmits radio-telegrams
seretly." 11 we managed to buy this invention, radio-telephone and
radio-telegraph communication would gain even more enormous sig-
nificance for military purposes."

The short now of the' same day to Stalin apparently was prompted
by Lenin's realization that proper administrative procedures had

Lenin's rt fret -me' is to a onparagtaph story buried at the bottom of page
two of furl/E./. iteadfittetl Improvenwitt in the Field of Radiotelegraphy"
awl daittd London, Ma 1. It announces that a British engineer had
succeeded in transmitting wireless messages between minion and Birmingham
without their being intercepted. The P.a./ via story, 'notes to bt an abbreviated
report of a speech by a Manoni Comintity enginer, C. S. Franklin, to the
Institute of Electrical Engineers. He rect.:tied that messages sent by directional
iclss apparatus on waste lengths of twenty meters were "comparatively

secret as tompared with the usual non titrectional type of transmission:* See
The New York Times. May ii, 1922, p. 10.

431-ettitt. P.C.S 15:194-5: C11'
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to be followed in the funding. particularly since Lenin himself
had been instrumental in introducing strict budgetary control of
goernMent agencies and government-sponsored projects a year
earlier. It turned out that this message was I .enin's last concerning
radio.

To Comrade Stalin:
Rc totla's paper bs Bench-Bruevili. I suppose that we cannot

undertake to finance the Radio Laboratory from the wild fund with-
out special authorizations.

I therefore propose charging the Count it fur Labor and Defense with
finding out what expenditures are necessary to enable the Radio
Laboratory to accelerate to the maxintum the improvement and
production of lciutispeaking telephones and receivers [i.e., receiving
stations]. This is the only thing for which we shoukl. in my opinion,
allocate a definite stint of gold over and above the budget.'"

Three days later. May 22. tlw Politburo approved Lenin's proposals
for cont twd financing of the I. alxtratory's experimental work and
speeding the production and installation of central receivers and
loudspeakers for wire networks. Ott the same day. Lenin con-
ferred with Tsiurupa and A. I. Rykov (1881-1938) about the
Laboratory's work and radio engineering. The conference could
have touched on the Laboratory's efficiency and internal workings.
its relations with the rest of the small radio industry or its role in
the Soviet economy, inasmuch as Tsiurupa and Rykov were both
administrative trouble-shooters. Moreover. Rykov had been bead
of the Supreme Council of National Economy and was to return
to that post in 1923. The conversation may also have had some-
thing to do with a visit to Lenin on the same day by Boris I.
Reinstein (18643-1947).53 He was preparing for a trip to America
and Lenin impressed upon him broadcasting's great significance
to the Soviet Union and instructed him to enlist the help of
American technical specialists.

14 Lenin. /NS 45:19541: (31" 33:3612.
as Letti It. Pic 5:680411. Rinstin had emigrated to the United States years

before. and was an American reprerentative to the Second International in
l$$9. He returned to Russia in 19I7. joined the Bolsheviks the following year.
and later worked mainly in the Comintern and the Pmfintern (Red Inter
national of Labor Unions) .
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Lenin left Moscow for his (country retreat on May 23 and had a
serious stroke three days later. lust about the time preparations
were htgun for installation (,t the Moscow station's new. perma-
nent transmitting equipment. As a result of this and subsequent
more serious strokes in December and in March. 1923. Lenin
suffered partial paralysis of the right hand and leg as well as a
speech impairment. 'Tus from mid1922 until his death on
January 21, 1921. Lenin's activity was extremely limited, and the
introduction radio was one of the last pieces of business he
attended to before being stricken.

.4 St rong e Transmitter

Throughout the first half of 1922. Botch-Bruevich and his col-
leagues at the Laboratory had been building a radiotelephone
transmitter based on their designs of the previous year. Its first
tests were made on the evenings of May 27 and 29 when concerts
were broadcast from Niihni-Novgorocl, Additional tests, also with
music for program material. were made a month later. with
reception reported at distances of 700 miles. In some cities. the
telephone network was plugged into a central receiver to permit
diffusion via cable to subscribers, while outdoor speakers brought
transmissions to crowds. The transmitter was shipped from
Nizhni-Novgorod in July. 1922. and its installation on the east side
of Moscow on Voznesenskaia (later Radio) Street was completed
by August 1. This 30-tube transmitter. with a rated output of 12
kilowatts. was one of the strongest voice transmitters of its day."
Almost simultaneously. on July 25. the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company had started broadcasting from WBAY in
New York with 500 watts of power," and most other American
stations were using 100 watts or less and would be for a few years
to come.

Tests in Moscow of the new equipment began August 18 and
the first experimental broadcast occurred three days later. Further
checks were run early the next month with the first radio concert
broadcast September 17. a significant event for two additional

Sluent.letp. !stun. fp. 155-7.
57 Winning. tip (it_ p. 78.
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reasons. L.:vet/id, in what constituted its firm rmlio loge had an
nounced the concert in its September 15 edition. saying that it
could be heard at WO meters OM Ikttil that, the small
studio was divvvered to 1)e too in.- v; performers alttl micro
phone' had to be moved outdi ors. making it perhaps the first open
air concert to be broadcast in the S(nit Union. rite program
inc hided compositions bv liorodin. Chaikovski. Rimski-Kursakoc
and Glier. and a lurk seta;. T'ho'se iections. hedvily weighted
as to Wrist and bourgeois periods iGlier was the only contem-
porary). probably confirm what Trotski was later to pstulate:
". . . the' proletariat . . . cannot begin the construction of a MU
c 1111111e %%idiot!t absorbing anti assilltilating the elements of the
f r1d . (.1,) new class cannot move forward without regard
to the' most itm;ortant landmarks of the past."'

.13thotigh the slatii began operating October 27. the official
44pening was reset veil a spec ial 44 asion, \In-ember 7. 1922, the
hit h anniversary cii the' Rev; ;Int ion. At that tinte, it km:tine known
as "The Comintern Radio Station." The ceremonies included
another tttiltert (reviewed in hve.ttia two days later) which was
relayed to crowds not only by outdoor speakers but by a sound
truck roving through Moscow street~. The station\ signals were'
mceied as tar awn as Yugoslavia, where a technical journal re-
ported they compared favorably in clarity and strength with trans-
missions from France and Germany." It seems that Lenin's voice

aw-Frot,ki. op. rtt., p. _" =ti.
7,0tiotht, 1#/ft. c if., pp. .11)41-45)1. 412. 1bile Inomicasting may he %a d to date

front 1922. its subsequent maturation was lather slow. Ihtring the two lot
lowing seats. a major thiluttlev was that sly Ministry of Post, and Telegraphs'
network of ItIvit inf.; %LitiOil% !Width also were the hubs of sit diffusion
ssttns) had to be shared tic broadcasting as well as radiotelephone use of a
less.public a llarAt /cr. .Thhotutit the Mittistrv's network expanded. Sono re/Pad.)
points out that -This rt.''' of receiving netwotk could not . for very long
serve the needs of radio broadcasting." Moreosr, at tlw .:on time. the
tnatittfacturing of small reeds ink; sets had not hero completely ortranired
The -development cd a genuine broadcast remising network," Stub) (ibid.:
reports. "tart be attributed to 14.12t ." Details about the epansion of broad
casting 43,1 IX' 11111111 in A11 1111014*. Publir opinion in tio.irt Rutsia (cam
bridge: flanard rtlisersity Press, 195S) and Mark %V. Hopkins. Mast Aferfiq
iti tiff- .%en 1 "ninn lNew York- tl'estrit Ptiblishing Ca, . Inc.. 11170) .
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was broadcast for the first time on December S. when photnmph
recordings of a speech were transmitted."

The N i-Ni mg( nod R.tdic .a1 oratory was awarded the Order
ul the Red Banner of labor on September 19. 1922, while Bona-
Bruck kb. 1,Polowlin and Morin received a special expression of
stratitude friI the All-Russian Central Executive CAnumittee.
Additional commendation and praise for Btmch-Bruevich. Ostria-
Lov and others came front the CID.

The laboratory continuo! its research into electronics. protic-
(ion technique.; and numerous phase's of radio wave propagation.
The mid-1920s was an exceptionally busy anti fruitful period. A
year after the Soviet Union resumed major commercial and
diplomatic relations with the West by signing the Rapallo Treaty
with Germany (1922) . the Laboratory was visited by representa-
tives of the German Telefunken company. who placed an order
for specimens of powerful new tubes, in exchange for certain
miterials not available. domestically. At the same time. and con-
tinuing throughout 1924. Bench -Bruevich and S. 1. Shaposhnikov
(ISS7.1960) were designing a small broadcasting station package
with an output of 1.2 kilowatts. Its initial trials were carried out
in Nizhni-Novgorcx1 in December. 1924. while a second, improved
transmitter of the same bask type began broadcasting in Moscow
in February. 1925. Later, it was permanently installed at the site
of one of the other Moscow stations so as to have access to its
taller (492 feet) antenna mast, and the new station became known
as "Little Comintern." Subsequently, the laboratory was com-
missioned to build 27 more within two years. although part of those
orders had to be farmed out to Moscow factories. This "Little
Comintern" series was planned for installation in regions where
crystal set reception of the 12-kilowatt Moscow station was impos-
sible or where' language differences proved a barrier to compre-
hension. By the end of 1925. six other cities were equipped with
this model!" The largest transmitter designed and built by the
Radio laboratory had 40 kilowatts of power. This "New Comin-
tern" was installed on Shabolovka Street on Moscow's south side

ShanItter. feueet. ts. INA. Between 1919 and 1921. tleirtern of Lenin's
speeches were recorded muter the auspices of the Alf.Russia Central Executive
Cimimittee, for the Suppl! and 1)istrihutin of Periodicals. ME 29:581

41 &stif. op. (O.. p. 441-1: ShattwIttsr. if gin. pp. 1:167.
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and began operating in March. 1927. The following year. the
1..abratry was awarded the Red Banner of Lam fur the second
time.

Work on Shot I-Wave Tramtni.mion

The Laboratory's work on short wines also was important and
began with experiments in 1920. These dononstrated that trans-
mitters of rather low power. operating around 100 meters (3 Mhz).
could be heard at night at distances of 201Kl miles. By 192:1. Bowls-
Bruevic It had in tirporated tubes of his own design in a 15 kilowatt
transmitter operating on 96 meters those signals were heard
around the globe.' 1: Further research on even shorter wave lengths
yielded equipment whit h was used to establish reliable long-
distance communication during daylight hours. Bench-Bruevih's
articles on short wave in Radio vAent (-Radio For Everyone")
and other jinn Hats etli tntrageti amateurs anti augmented cf
and est flange of ideas among these enthusiasts in the Soviet Union.
Their assoc Liam .cs formalized when the Society of Friends of
Radio was established in 192.1.'41 The amateurs relied heavily on
basic crystal set plans devised by Shaposhnikov, issued in brochure
form (several editions) by the Radio Laboratory.

Meanwhile. the Laboratory was undergoing chintzes pmmpted
as much by immediate technical disputes as by the evolving nature
of the Soviet economy and the direction of industrial developtnent.
Part of the local debate centered on the engineering question
whether radi's future lay in tubes or high frequency machines.
But it involved as well the separate issue of the Radio Labatory's
role as a growing center of production and technical expertise and
the entt-rgetwe of socialist industrial twit iry

Within week* aftec the Revolution. a Supreme Council of
National Economy (St.NE)"i had been established to replace and
absorb the unsteady and disorderly hand of workers' control of
industry which resulted when the Bolsheviks took power. The
new Ixidy. conceived as a central economic planning authority.

ez:Shantsltur. Prnle Body. p. 46.
fiorthara Nisrritliata entoklopethia ('"Rig Sosit Encyclopedia-1 (soscow:

Gosisdat USE. 1955) Vol. 35, p. 531.
" tc.offitiu tptulttation un tItt Radio Engineering Council

of the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs.
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DLit to install a unified administration lot various industrial
fields, as the World War and the Revolution had tont apart what
little eccaunnic order had existed, leaving shattered. unprodiulive
plains and workshops which would haunt the Bolsheviks far into
the future. By mid.19 IS, die counterrevolution and the demands
it was adding to lactory mobilization in crucial war-related indus-
tries speeded the initiation of War Communism policies. In a
sweeping decree. of June 2S. the Cabinet mi3Oonal lied all imixtrtant
industrial sectors. among which was the Electrical. and charged
SC NI-1 with their administration as soon as that agency would
promulgate specific regulations. The transfer of ownership to the
state was to proceeci furthest in the electrical. transport, engineer-
ing. chemical, textile and paper inclustries."'. The actaal fact of
adininiAteling these industries along socialist lines was ccmfronted
in a series of decrees from mid-1918 to the end of 1919. These

itt %Mk timing each sector into unions or trusts --a program
Advocated by Lenin since 1917 so as to bring almmt that last stage
of capitalist development necessary for the take-off into socialist
policies. Each trust was to be responsible- to SCNE a: far as eco-
nomic and management policies we-re concerneda system of severe
centralization designed to match the severe war threats, while
moving the country along what was felt to be its historically in-
evitable path.

By the end of 1920. with the World War and Civil War eon-
chuled. the proy,Tams of War Communism were reviewed to take
ac-count more of lung range developments than spur-of-the-nunnent
entergencies. 'lite paralysis which gripped the country. aside from
massive agricultural problems. involved declining industrial pto-
(Imam, decayed and destroyed plants. disintegration of the urban
labor force and a widespread breakdown of the fundamental kinds
of systetworder required by modern countries. The cure was
emIxxlied in a series of programs which emerged throughout 1921
aF. the New Economic Policy. But NEP was more than just the
revision of policies dictated by the war; it was also a determined
attempt to complete industrialization in a country in which
bourgeois capitalism had not yet been able to flourish. This. Lenin
believed. was a necessary condition for the emergence of socialism
and could be brought about by a period of state capitalism and

45 Carr. op. cit.. 2:1784.
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by acknowledging that "there is gill mu' It that cam anti akuttld he
leartted /tom the apitalist.""

NEP's applicatiint to industry was spelled out by directives from
a party conference in May. 1921. and a Cabinet decree in August
of the same year. These called for strengthening the consumer
goods compement tot industry and for ctimentrating production
into trusts. but divorced from SCNE's direct comml over manage-
MM. TI MIS tort ante responsible for their own profit -loss rec.xd
and acquired the ability to buy and sell on tfw open market. giving
up their sheltered position as state wards. These were attempts to
remedy the extreme centralization dictated under War Cont.
muttism.

Within a year more than 1tX) trusts had been established, of
which 29 were in the electrical field.47 The trust had become the
dominant industrial structure. and the radio industry as part of
the eittmittv hies itably swept along and influent e%) by national

On the initiative of V. V. Kuibys hes 08881935). a prominent
&wishes ik then ciigaged in economic work. the low-Current Fac-
tories Trust was founded January 1. 1922. bringing together
eleven companiessame small. evidently. stmt. large." A side
effect of NEP in this field was the establishment not only of
t purely commercial wlatitmship between the Trust and the
Nfinistry of Posts and Telegraphs. but a competitive one as well
because the Trust developed and produced a transmitter slightly
more powerful than the Radio Laboratory's 1.2 kilowatt "Little
Casmintern" nux1e1.69

Vologdin tugs invited to become a board member of the Trust.
as he was not only a scientist and inventor but somewhat of an
expert on tactory production methods. Vologdin accepted the post
but did not actually leave the Radio 1.:tboratory until late 1923.
the same year in which Morin was appointed director of the

011 Lenin. "0 prodocorsteentinnt naloge" f"The Tax in Kind"]. PSS 43:292:
C11' 32:353. Original etni,hasis.

47 can. op. cit.. 2:30ti7.
04()stroutnov. op. tit.. p. 57.
49 Satin. ,frp. tit., p. tttt. It stvzns that ime source of delay in constructing

the Moscow statkm itnoheil tnanufacturing difficulties at the Trust's factories
which ante* +tipIrlying certain electrical pans to the 1.aboratory. See Shantslittr.
Lenin, p. 1 .13.
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Trust's Radio Department. Simultaneously, there was a significant
reorganization of the Laboratory which saw Nikolaev siding with
proponents of the tube in what evidently was a scientific power
struggle against advocates of the high frequency machine. The
latter were transferred to Petrograd (now Leningrad) to work
in ti-,e Trust's laboratory, and Bonch-Bruevich became head of the

izhni-Novgorod operation.
Another factor in the split involved the relation of pure research

to both the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs and the rest of the
emerging radio industry. The Nizhni-Novgorod unit continued
to function as the main research and production support arm for
the Ministry, while the Trust's work was construed in much
larger terms, encompassing applied research. production of radio
apparatus and consumer products, and commercial contacts with
foreign countries. Indeed, the Trust signed a contract with a
French corporation which was to provide plans, materials and
know-how in an attempt to stimulate modern production. Ostria-
kov was part of a group which spoke out against this and tried to
stop it, on the grounds that the agreement would encourage
penetration by foreign capital and controlas well as introducing
new nomenclature and incompatible foreign partsand thus to
be harmful in the long run to Soviet radio engineering." More-
over. the Trust, apparently at the insistence of the French corpo-
ration, planned to develop a long-distance communication system
based on high frequency machines and long waves. Bonch -Brue-
vieh fought against this, urging reliance upon tubes and short
waves whirl: his research had demonstrated to be feasible.

Relations t,.--wei.n the Laboratory and the radio industry were
colored by other matters as well. Lenin's stroke in mid-1922 and
his subsequent inactivity had ushered in a period of administrative
shake-ups and assertions of power. In 1923. former Red Army
commissar 1. N. Smirnov (1881.1936) . a critic of the Laboratory.
was appointed Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. while Dovgalev-
ski was demoted to Deputy. In 1924, both Dovgalevski and Niko-
laev (the Laboratory's constant patron) were transferred to diplo-
matic and trade missions abroad, where they were to spend the

7° In the aftermath, Ostriakos was given an assignment to develop com-
munications in far-off Yakutia (central Siberia) , where he spent the next year
or two. See Ostrousnos. op. cit., pp. 140.41.
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next several years. At the same time, the encouragement given by
the market to light consume' production at the expense of heavy
industry added another aspect to friction between the Trust and
the laboratory. Tlw lattt was producing utility models of
apparatus at cost for the Ministry. but the Trust, concertwd by
the commercial market from which its profits tame. evidently
found these totally unsatisfactory for mass production." The
situation was intensified by a Cabinet decree of July 28. 1924.
which authorized organizations and private persons to own re-
ceivers. thereby stimulating demand.'" The Trust began produc-
tion of two small :wide!, for consumers. and eventually a third was
added with tubes and loudspeakers for clubs and theaters, but
quantity was insufficient and a sit( 'nage ol receivers arose by 1925."

the Trust and SCNF. urged that the Radio Laboratory be
transferred front the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs to the

ientifi-technical section of SCNF. so as to make it more broadly
responsive to national interests. This was seen as conforming to
a pattern in which other research institutes had been brought
under SCNE's authority. The change was carried out in 1925, and
Dzerzhinski. then head of MCNF.. assured the Ministry that the
shift would not be detrimental, as the new arrangement would
continue to allow the laboratory to fulfill assignments from Posts
and Telegraphs.

Further efforts to centralize and concentrate the radio hardware
industry led to additional administrative and structural changes.
From the standpoint of production capacity, the Radio Ialxwatory
was a small unit and was not suited to satisfying growing demands
for radio apparatus. In terms of the rationalimtion of industry, it

st ofttrinIMin. op. ("IL p. 33.
T2 The decree. Article. 10 on -Nit ate Radio Receiving Sttions." formalimd

ownership by instituting a UMW* yoern for purchased and home-made
receivers. According to the measure's preamble, the action was justified "for
economic. scientific. and cultural needs and for facilitating the development
of the radio indwors, and cultivating radio engineering knowledge in the
country.- Article 11. also of July 2N. established a temporary schedule of
licrw.c lull, in subrarir ;rrtrmtnrt i raApitrunbenii Haboth-kresr-
ianAko:w prariterqva NVCR 1" Collection of laws and Derives of the Worker
Peasant Gosrtimnt of the l'SSR-1 tNici cow: Ultras lenie t#e barb Sostiarkeima
&SU) , No. 3, September. 22, 1921. pp. 1.1-16. p. 16.

TX So dn. op. oils, p. 413.
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made ntore sense to eliminate the autonomous structure of that
unit by merging it with others in the same field. The Trust's
proposal for a consolidation in Leningrad was adopted and the
staff (d. the Nizhni-Novg4)rotl organizatitm mos ts1 there in 1928,
becoming part of the Central Radio Laboratory which had already
absorbed researchers from the Kazan base. While this shift
certainly involved industrial centralization, it multi also have
figured in a plan to rehabilitate Leningrad. not only the Trust's
location but a city associated with the metals industry. In 1925.
apt SCNE commission outlined a five-year industrial development
program for that city. whose factories had suffered considerably
during an extended period of paralysis. The commission's plan.
which emphasized special expansion of the elertrial and engi.
!wring industries, was "a landmark in the revival of Soviet heavy
industry and in the resuscitation of Leningrad?'"

Borich-Bruevich Dote 'graded

In 1928, Telegrafta i telefonia be: prmfodov. which had been
published for almost ten years at Nizhni-Novgorod under Lebedin-
ski's editorship. also was transferred to Leningrad. After some
name changes. it emerged as hvetia elektrotekhniebeskoi slab°.
tochnoi promphiennosti ("News of the Electrical Engineering
Low-Current Industry"indiative e)4. the field stressed by the
Trust). Earlier. the scholarly I.ebedinski. a proponent of the tube.
had been given an official reprimand by Smnirnov. Bonch-Bruevich,
whose counterproposal for consolidation in Moscow had been

74 In selecting a site to which the Tver laboratory could be moved in 191$.
Nikolaus and his colleagues had wanted "to develop the matter somewhat
farther from Moscow so that the SCNE would not 'centralise' tis." See Niko-
faev. op. cit.. pp. 9-10. As it turned out, the choice of NialutiNovgorod did
provide the kind of insulation they desired for the next several years. But
esentually the feared "centralisation" and tighter control by 110scow and 11w
Party started to come alout in the mid1920s, when Stalin began using his
party secretary's itost to place his supporters in important positions in the
Party and government apparatus around the country. One example of this
was the appointment in 1fr2.1 of "hard-liner A. A. Zinlanov (11496-1948) as
party chief of Nirltni.Nosgorod. where he was to be in charge for tiw next
ten years, before moving up to a position as one of the most prominent of
the Stalinist national leaders.

73 Edward If. Carr. Sorinliim in One Country (Baltimore: Penguin Books.
1070) . Vol. 1. p. 370.
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rejected, became head of research in the Central Laboratory.
Nonetheless. he found himself in an organitation where pure
research tees made stthordinate to the immediate production
problems of the Trust:7" This tenuous relationship came to the
fore early in 1931 when Rout 11-11ruevit h was renew(' of his post
at the Central Laboratory. New leadership was installed to
attend to manufacturing difficulties while research projects were
tut back. Rom lt-Bruevich rejoined the Ministry of Posts and 'Tele-
graphs to continue his work, and until his death in 19.10 spent most
of his time teaching and writing.

Running parallel to these industrial conflicts, and inevitabl,
influenced by economic dilemmas and their sc)lutions, the broad-
casting system was developing in the Soviet Union. At the end
of 1921, in the wake of the trust-building era. the gnvertunent
formed the Radio Transmission Corp oration. giving it the re-
sponsibilitv fore broad( asting. the building of stations and the sale.
installat kin and repair cif receivers. However. wit luau its own
technical support arm. the Corporation's activities gradually re-
duced themselves to using already existing transmitters while its
other functions continued to be handled by the Ministry of Posts
and Telegraphs and various government agencies. It was dissolved
in 1928 and broadcasting was returned to the Ministry of Posts
and Telegraphs with immediate supervisicm entrusted to tlw
Central Radio Council which drew up a five -year plan."

As far as reception was concerned, development occurred along
two paths. One centered on individual and club ownership of
radio receivers, and this grew in spite of economic and manufactur-
ing difficulties. The other. the system of private and public
speakers wired to a central reeeivet. gained prominence in the
1920s. This method not only hastened the spread of radio recep-
tion but was relatively cheap and simple. since each outlet required
nothing more than a speaker hook-up and made the most of scarce
resources. It was unquestionably democratic and egalitarian in
Soviet terms, for it made transmissions accessible to large numbers
who. because of poverty. location or language. might otherwise
have been deprived. Moreover. when used outdoors, it was a
logical extension of the publicly-posted news bulletin.

Ostrottmov. op. Tit.. p. 38.
Satin. op. tit.. pp. 404-5.
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Development of a satisfactory loudspeaker, the last element in
the system, was achieved in the early 1920s and thus permitted
group listening to replace individual listening which earphones
had made mandatory. In its time. the loudspeaker was truly a
miraculous device for it liberated the listener from an annoying
head set and permitted an entire hall of people to hear a trans-
mission from one receiver. In so doing, it allowed radio to turn
from point-topoint communication into a medium of popular
diffusion. Niko lacy recollects that Lenin was especially enthu-
siasti about loudspeaker development, saying "At least we could
begit. with a small room where it would be possible to hear the
voice ithout earphones."T"

Shonn. later one of the inventors of Soviet sound film, designed
speakers and amplifiers that were put in use at the Twelfth Com-
munist Party Congress (April. 1923) , which Lenin, ironically
enough, was unable to attend because of illness. The next month
they %TV used successfully outdoors in Moscow to diffuse concerts
transmitted by the local radio station. These models apparently
provided the positive results necessary to start production, and
the first shipments of speakers left the facilities of the Low-Current
Factories Trust in January. 1924, just as Lenin had died."

The initial steps which eventually contributed to wire network
proliferation were conducted by the Moscow City Council of
labor Unions in 1925. A high-power amplifier was installed in the
House of Unions and from it, as spokes in a wheel, five main lines
went to the edges of the city. Branches from these lines terminated
in private homes and public places such as dubs, schools, factories
and parks. eventually adding up to 12,000 loudspeaker points.
Similar networks were set up elsewhere by radio enthusiasts in
clubs and factories."

THERE ARV, so w. important aspects of the inno-
vation and expansion of Soviet broadcasting which in the limita-
tions of this report can only be suggested. The growth of the (-m-
illiner radio industry, for instance, needs to be examined against

:Vikolael, op. rtt.. p. 17.
11 ShantsItur. 1,enin. pp. 1414.9.
*4) %tin, op. cit., p. 413.
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the competing forces of radiolication and investment in heavy
industry, policies affected by the agendas of War Communism.
NEP and subsequent five-year plans. Moreover, the rate of pro-
liferation of small receivers for individual and club use must he
seen as the outcome of decisions which had to take account of the
practicality and simplicity of wire diffusion systems and the general
economic health of the nation. To a great extent, the spread of
broadcasting (transmission and reception) was dependent upon
the objective naturegeographic-. cultural and economicof the
Soviet Union. The Russian empire had been a potm, backward
nation; the Bolsheviks inherited that, as well as encountering
problems of a rapid and painful change to a new social order.
Radioliction's expenseliterally and figurativelyhad to be mea-
sured in national terms, at a time of severe shortages even in the
basics. The system's development had to compete against urgent
needs for raw materials. capital and manpower. Poverty, and the
demands other spheres placed on productive powers and resources.
enhanced the logic of wire networks. At the same time, there was
an emphasis on construction of relatively kw but powerful sta-
tions. The eventual shape of broadcasting and the consumer radio
industry also was molded by men, of course. While Lenin initially
had a great deal to do with decisions of the- kind implied here,
radio's maturation after mid-1922 was independent of his influ-
ence. and paralleled the rise of Stalin and the assertion of mono-
lithic Party control of all aspects of Soviet life.

A second factor implied throughout the article is Lenin's bias
toward technology and his belief in its curative powers. This is,
however, but part of a large complex of thoughts and assumptions
whose historical roots can only be sketched here. It is often over-
looked that Lenin, as a Bolshevik and a Marxist, inherited a con-
siderable share of western liberalism's belief in rationalism, prog-
ress, dynamism and salvation by the machine. Technology, un-
leashed by the bourgeoisie. was felt to be a force for unlocking
productive energies which could turn Russia into a modern nation
withoutthanks to Bolshevism the exploitation inflicted by pri-
vate ownership. The attention to radio's introduction, then,
reflected an already-favorable attitude toward improvement and
science. The acceptance of the machine and the desirable trends
it was thought to put into motion was, therefore, as much a char-
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at teristic of bourgeois capitalism as of "scientific socialism."
Trotski at knowledge(' this in 1924: "The passion for mechanical
improvements. as in .nwrica. will accompany the first stage of
every new Sot ialist sot iq.-st Indeed. Bo ',hes ills ttholeheartedly
absorbed Marx's endorsement of science and dynamism, and
sought to t arty them to their fulfillment.

A third factor. and in malty ways the most compelling and
intriguing. is il relationship lwtween the ideology of Bolshevism
and its plod riptive points of %Wu. toward radio specifically, and
witimunication general. " - A discussion of this traditionally
begins with Lenin's declaration in Where lo Begin" (May. 1901)
that newspaper is not only a collective propagandist and a
t ollt% t ise .igitaior. it is also a collective organizer." Ilis position
tat the press. hot ever. is found in writings earlier than 1901. It
emerged during a period of absolutism in Russia. while the revolu-
tionary movement was distinguished by us lack of unity. and when
the newspaper bktfs had to be published abroad and smuggled
into Russia. Later. Lenin applied this lime view to broadcasting.
whit h he called a "newspaper without paper." when he wrote that
radio would be useful for propaganda and agitation. Ile saw in
broadcasting a medium lot informing and educating illiterate
masses. and in these terms it 'maim a lone to be harnessed for
liational development. These are broad specifications, though.
and whether they were to apply wily to Party writings. or to art
and commun ivat !II in genetal. needs further clarification. Indeed,
the Soviet policy on proletarian culture and art (which inevitably
involves communication) continues to evolve to the present day.
M tic h simpler was the matter of ownership. whose public character
was settled by the Revolution's success. As Lenin wrote in Novem
her, 1917. "freedom of the press means liberation of the press from
the oppression of capital.. .. "+ Beyond that. Lenin hoped broad-
casting would provide a basis for joining the country to the city
and the peasantry to the proletariat. In a very pragmatic sense.

sf Troiski. op. rit.. p. 255.
52 it is anticipated that this tan 1w splored as part of a larger study of

tluttight being desloped by T. If. Gulnult.
`411.enin. "1+ chi go nachat* ("Where To Dmitri. PSS 5:1.13; C11' 5:17-24.
4i Lenin. "Proekt ttoliutsii o stohode pechati" f"Draft Resolution on

Frrtiotn of the Pres."1. Ptic Cl)' 26:283.
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the new regime needed peasants' supix)rt, physically and materi-
ally, and they had to be cons infect their best interests lay with the
Soviets. Aside from that, radio was believed to be an instrument
which could help level the different e between rural and urban
peoples. and foster their economic. cultural and intellectual
linkage.

Although Soviet broadcasting was ii1110Vated in 1922. its evolu-
tion was modest. A decade after the Revolution. Trotski was to
write: "Statistics unmercifully reveal our backwardness in the field
of technique and especially regarding the radio. But they also
give us a picture of the importance the mdio can and must have
as the cheapest means of communication in our enormous (-win-

86 New York Times, Nmernber 6. 1927. *elks's 10. p.


